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Abstract

In this talk, we will present the newly EU-funded project AERO (Accelerated EU Cloud) whose mission is to bring up and optimize the software stack of cloud deployments on top of the EU processor. After providing an overview of the AERO project, we will expand on two main components of the software stack to enable seamless acceleration of various programming languages on RISC-V architectures; namely, ComputeAorta which enables the generation of RISC-V vector instructions from SPIR-V binary modules, and TornadoVM which enables transparent hardware acceleration of managed applications. Finally, we will describe how the ongoing integration of ComputeAorta and TornadoVM will enable a plethora of applications from managed languages to harness RISC-V auto-vectorization completely transparently to developers.

Introduction

The European Commission (EC) via its recent Chips Act [1], is investing significant resources in achieving sovereignty in chip manufacturing and production. To that end, the European Processor Initiative (EPI) [2] project has been working towards creating chips targeting various segments such as HPC, IoT/Edge, and others. The EPI designs are mainly based on ARM and RISC-V architecture with a common theme running amongst them being the presence of heterogeneity in the form of accelerators. Various EU companies and research institutions are working towards the commercialization of the EPI-derived designs while actively participating in the RISC-V International via the various SIG groups.

In order to provide a complete compute stack, besides the EU hardware designs, the EC is heavily investing in the upbringing of the software infrastructure too. To that end, the AERO project [3] has been funded and recently started with the main focus of optimizing key software components for the future heterogeneous EU cloud.

AERO

The Accelerated European Cloud (AERO) project is a three-year EU project with the clear mission of enabling the future heterogeneous EU cloud infrastructure. Towards this, it will develop - to a high TRL level - all components necessary to achieve out-of-the-box heterogeneous execution of the cloud ecosystem on the EU processor. The outcome will be a set of compilers, runtime systems, operating systems, system software, and applications that can leverage the underlying capabilities of the future EU cloud equipped with GPUs, FPGAs, and other accelerators.

Figure 1 provides an overview of the AERO project hardware/software stack. The AERO project targets a plethora of key hardware and software components of typical cloud deployments. A key layer of the software stack is the runtime system layer in which significant work will be conducted by two partners of the AERO project: Codeplay Ltd, and The University of Manchester. Codeplay will work towards optimizing the RISC-V scalar to vector LLVM compiler modules, while The University of Manchester will work towards optimizing TornadoVM on the EU processor by ac-

Figure 1: AERO Hardware/Software compute architecture for the EU Processor and RISC-V Accelerator Platform.
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Enabling managed applications on GPUs and other hardware accelerators.

**Enabling Language Frontends** TornadoVM [4] is a JVM plugin that allows the transparent hardware acceleration of managed applications on devices such as GPUs and FPGAs. This is achieved by automatically compiling Java bytecodes to one of three supported backends: OpenCL, PTX/CUDA or SPIRV. Depending on the characteristics of the target accelerator, developers can select which backend to utilize, and TornadoVM will apply specialized optimizations for the target architecture. Besides, since TornadoVM compiles Java bytecode, any programming language implemented on top of Java can benefit from heterogeneous execution.

**Enabling RISC-V Backends** ComputeAorta [5] is a framework to provide implementations of open standards, such as OpenCL and Vulkan, for a wide range of heterogeneous hardware, enabling large complex codebases to be offloaded to accelerators. ComputeAorta includes all components required to convert high-level representations of programs in the form of OpenCL/Vulkan with SPIR-V or OpenCL-C into low-level ISA and hardware driver API calls.

Thus, ComputeAorta enables high-level programming models emitting SPIR-V to be offloaded to wide ranges of hardware accelerators, including RISC-V accelerators cores that can support the RVV Vector Extension.

**Enabling Vectorization for RISC-V** The combination of TornadoVM and ComputeAorta creates new opportunities in harnessing RISC-V vector units from managed runtime programming languages completely transparently to developers. Figure 2 depicts how ComputeAorta could be used independently or in combination with TornadoVM to enable vector acceleration of Java and various programming languages for RISC-V architectures.

In this talk we will use Compute Aorta to offload the SPIR-V generated code on simulation of running two RISC-V cores with the RISC-V Vector Extension for the accelerator cores, targeting the RISC-V SPIKE simulator as a demonstration platform. By leveraging existing ComputeAorta vectorizer (VECZ), existing OpenCL and SPIR-V programs will automatically generate the correct instructions for RVV. Please note that since this is work-in-progress the final integration points might vary in their final form.

**Conclusions**

In this talk, we will introduce the AERO project and its contributions to the software ecosystem of the EU processor. We will focus primarily on the RISC-V aspect of the project by explaining two key components of AERO: ComputeAorta RISC-V compiler, and the TornadoVM Java Framework. Through the ongoing integration activities, we showcase the potential benefits that developers may have by harnessing RISC-V accelerators transparently via their chosen programming languages.
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